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The Bán Thi mines in Chợ Đồn County, Bác Kạn province 

Nanny Kim, 2017.5.11. 

Records and questions 

The Ban-thi zinc mines were opened as a colonial concession in 1908 and became the most productive 

zinc mine of the region. A handbook on the mineral industry of French Indochina of 1933 records: 

The most important of the [zinc] mines in Indochina and the only ones to remain in operation 

today is the mine of the Compagnie minière et métallurgique de l'Indochine that exploits the 

concession Rubis to the south-west of the village of Cho-diên, in Bac-kan province (Tonkin). 

Data are available only to 1930, according to which it produced, since 1914, roughly 360,000 

tons of ore. The extracted calamine is transported down the mountain by cable into the valley 

of Ban-thi, where it is calcinated. From Ban-thi, the marketable mineral is shipped by a 

railway line of 33 km to Song Gam, a tributary on the left bank of the Rivière Claire, where it 

is loaded on metal sampans of 15 tonnes. At Tuyên-quang, on the Rivière Claire, a northern 

tributary of the Red River, it is transhipped to boats that transport it either to Haiphong, from 

where it is exported, or to the plant at Quang-yên (see page 216) where it is smelted.1 

Not far from this mine, possibly at the county town Chợ Đồn, were other old mines. According of 

explorations of the 1925, there were at Cho-don, 12 km SW of station of Ban-thi. The deposit was 

similar to Ban-Thi, and “riddled with old Chinese galleries, who presumably targeted silver.” Es a 

result of the explorations, exploitation for zinc was not undertaken on account of the low zinc prices at 

the period.2 

The two sites were evidently historic silver mines, but we have no information that would allow the 

identification of their historic names or of their importance.  

Fieldwork by Nanny Kim 金兰中, Yang Yuda 杨煜达 and Vũ Đường Luân 武堂伦, 6 – 7 

November 2017  

Supported by: The provincial Culture Office of Bác Kạn, who provided the fieldwork permission 

Main informants: declined providing their names. 

2017.11.06. (Mon) Bác Kạn -> Bán Thi -> Chợ Đồn 

The country consists of forested limestone cones and ranges, interspersed with winding valleys 

mostly filled by rice paddies. The vegetation becomes more lush as the terrain get more 

mountainous. The forest is not very dense, some quite large trees (probably most no older than 

30 years), palms, wild banana, ficus and other large-leaved evergreens, occasionally lighter 

green deciduous or partly deciduous trees. Creepers abound, in places covering the forest. 

We headed out from Bác Kạn with only vague directions, deciding to inquire from Chợ Đồn. 

With no sign of mining at this small town, we continued westwards, eventually on a very small 

but still asphalted road past abandoned mining facilities (skeletons of factory halls). We found 

ourselves in a small village with a single eating place and a small market street, which turned 

out to be Bán Thi. A friendly butcher soon confirmed that there was a site not far away that "the 

Chinese" had exploited. There were slags on the street, which looked mixed and crumbly, much 

like zinc smelting slags. 

While having lunch and tea with some truck drivers, Đường Luân kept inquiring. A driver, who 

was wearing a heavy silver chain, was from the area, and quite specific about slag dumps some  

                                                      
1 L‘industrie minérale indochinoise 1933, 209. Translation by the author. 
2 Indochine du Nord, 1925, 136, 219. 
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way up the mountain. 

We followed a narrow track up the mountain ridge for some 8 km. The track kept climbing to 

about 900 m, with the top cones now only about 50 m higher. There was a small operating mine, 

and dorms a little way on where the gradient lessened. Just past these buildings, we reached the 

wide ridge with karst cones. Nobody was in sight, and the relatively level areas were sued for 

grazing and therefore easily accessible. There were evident traces of recent earth-movements 

by heavy machinery in the basins between the cones. We headed out separately and found 3 

pans, with partly dug-up slags and poor vegetation. Slags and debris, much dug up in the larges 

basin that was a bit off the track and not directly visible, the two most reachable one least dug 

up, the northern one especially disturbed, hard to make out. Yuda found a similar situation on 

the slope to the east of the track, which heavily disturbed by recent mining on the slope below.  

Area 1 (Bán Thi 1 in the map), the pan at the western end of the area, is the largest. Remaining 

slags are relatively uniform and greyish, the area has been dug up recently to the clay layer. 

Took a sample of charcoal from this layer. Area Ban Thi 2, the next to the east just below the 

tallest cone is similar, but the evident smelting area is smaller and slags become reddish (zinc 

smelting?) towards the driving track. Ban Thi 3 is disturbed by deep holes recently excavated 

in several parts. A thin layer of undefined slags was visible on the rim of the larger holes, a 

recently operated mine or trial excavation, fenced-off grazing ground in the higher part of the 

basin, reddish remains in the lower towards the track, presumably furnace remains. 

Ban Thi 4 is very steep, descending to the lower end of the operating mines. The top layers, 

where still in site, are covered in slags, 20 to 30 cm thickness could be established in an 

undisturbed layer near the top. The disturbed debris is mostly reddish. 

Ban Thi 5 is a small area above and behind the first house of the recent village, possibly extends 

under the grazing ground. Reddish slags, possibly from zinc smelting. 

A tiny village of 4 to 5 families is just to the north of this area. A woman coming home with 

her buffaloes said they had move up recently, but she had heard about a French furnace up on 

the cone over there. Directions were too vague and the afternoon was getting on.  
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We drove down and out of the valley to another site where people in the larger village had 

mentioned slags. Found the site but could not establish the extent of the still visible slag dump 

under recently built houses and tiny vegetable gardens on the banks of a small stream. 

According to locals most of the slags had been dug up and sold. The administrative village is 

called Bán Thi.  

Headed back to Chợ Đồn (about 20 km 

on a decent but of course windy road) 

and found the only hotel that boasts a car 

port and therefore calls itself motel. 

Đường Luân asked the hotel owner 

whether he knew anything about mines 

in the vicinity of the town. He turned out 

to be from Bán Thi and was definite that 

Bàn Thi is the largest old mining area, 

according to him exploited by the French. 

He specified that there were also large 

French workings further along the ridge 

past the tiny village, with a cable-car that 

used to transport the ore down into the 

valley. He also stated that old French 

mines existed in the mountains south of 

the stream. 
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The slag dumps on the mountain top above Bán Thi. 

2017.11.07. (Tue) Chợ Đồn -> Bán Thi -> Bác Kạn -> Ngân Sơn 

We drove into the Bán Thi area by a more northern route, first heading towards Ba Be by a 

small road in a pretty valley. We passed by a mining plant that appeared not to be operating. At 

Bó Phia, we turned into a dirt track that we expected to be the back road to Bán Thi. After a 
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seemingly long time of very slow progress, the track reached a watershed between karst cones 

and turned down a short steep descent into the valley above Bán Thi. At the end of the descent 

Yuda stopped the car to look at what seemed to be slags. There were indeed slags to both sides 

of the tracks and long the edge of the first field planted in maize to the small stream. Instead of 

the usual shape and colour, however, these were very dark, near black, and very large, some 

over 50 cm across. We found these slags for about 150 to 200 m along the track. They appeard 

to have been washed down from the extremely steep, forested slope.  

In a small erosion gully that was washed clean to about 7 m above the track, a layer of slags 

and large chunks was embedded.  

As the slope was too steep and vegetation to dense to tray climbing, we continued a little way 

further down to see whether there might be a track or path. We met two men tending to their 

fields just below the lower end of the slag area. They could not provide information on the 

origin of the slags but agreed to take us up as far they could go by motorbike.  

Đường Luân and me went, and they took us back along the track to the first tiny village beyond 

the watershed (under 1 km). Here they showed again another slag dump right behind their house. 

The slags were packed in a thick layer and had the usual appearance. I walked up a well-worn 

track for some 1.5 km that headed up above the valley. I found dense and thick slags covering 

the lower, less steep slope, as well as some smelting remains on and along the path through the 

forest further up. Although I passed the slope above the cones and the site of the large slag 

lumps, all sight was blocked by dense, young forest. 

Back to the car, we drove on to Bán Thi, which was not much further on. We continued back 

to Chợ Đồn for lunch and drove right back to Bó Phia to visit another site further up the 

mountains. The turn-off northwards was only a short way into the dirt track and turned out to 

be not negotiable by car. We drove back to Bó Phia to see whether we could find people who 

would take us up by motorbike. The first house was a timber workshop. Three young guys 

quickly made themselves available. It turned out that they had tried to exploit the old mining 

sites and knew precisely where they were. They showed us three sites. The first in an open spot 

along the track, on an unclear extent but probably small. The second was on a small saddle in 

the forest, the extent again unclear due to the vegetation. Thick layer appeared to be over 0.5 m 

thick. The third was some way up on a track that was not passable by bike. Our informants 

initially claimed that it was 3 km, but we reached the site under half an hour’s walk through the 

forest, largely heading straight up the valley SW on the northern slope. A track suitable for 

motorcyles was under construction, built by breaking up limestone by firesetting, the rough 

track filled out with earth, and with concrete on the steepest sections.  

The reason for this effort became clear when we reached a basin between cones that is almost 

flat, and covered in tall bamboo forest. The slag area is about 100-150 m across, and probably 

extends 100 m length downhill. It ends in a small gully. At its lower end is a mining shaft that 

has been recently worked for oxidised lead. Our informants knew of several mines around here, 

apparently all perpendicular shafts. Their mine followed old workings. For the time being, they 

abandoned this working because of the low price of lead ore, but were working sulphur (?) 

nearby. 

We returned to Bác Kạn, met the official of the culture office, who had prepared the introduction 

to the culture office of Ngân Sơn and drove straight on to Ngân Sơn, reaching this town about 

8:30 pm. 
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The slag dumps 7s to 10 east of Bán Thi 
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Results 

The historic mines at Bán Thi were clearly extensive. As the French exploitation relied initially on 

shipping the ores to the home country, smelting on site during the colonial period is highly 

improbable. Some continuation by traditional technologies is possible, but would have ended with the 

beginnings of French operations in 1908. The fact that oral traditions usually attribute  all historic 

exploitation to “the French” also suggests that the colonial exploitation replaced and overlaid earlier 

mining, in the landscape as well as in local memory. We have no explanation for the unusual slags at 

Bán Thi 7. They may have been left by calcination, but the distance of nearly 2 km from the site of 

colonial industrial plants appears too far. I expect all other dumps to be remains of smelting sites 

dating before the mid-19th century. The historic name of the site could not be established. Some, 

presumably late exploitation for zinc is possible, but silver can be established to have been the main 

target of historic mining. 

Further information 

The handbook L‘industrie minérale indochinoise contains a description of the 

geology: 

The known calamine deposits in the region of Cho-diên are localized in cristallized 

limestone resting on lustrous schist. They might all belong to the same limestone layer, 

that has a thickness of at least 200 m. The formation has been laminated by tangential 

forces, the effects of which are most visible near the contact of the limestone and schist 

layers, contact perhaps not corresponding to normal stratigraphy but of tectonic origin. It 

has also been affected, after the horizontal movements, to almost vertical fractures, which 

have caused considerably different levels between the compartments deliminated by these 

fractures. 

The most recent fracture system, that has a north-western direction, i.e. runs parallel to 

the Red River, is generally sterile. The metallization appears linked with a second system 

oriented between NNE and NE, i.e. roughly perpendicular to the first, and recognizable 

over more than 10 km. 

The mineralization, of which the original sulfurized form is rarely found, is visible 

throughout, especially along the schist base and presents itself in various forms, attached 

to three types: carbonated or silicated fillings of fractures and their irregular expansions; 

inter-stratification from these fracture into the limestone, usually in the limestone-schist 

contact zone, and enrichment in deep soil layer by decalcification filling cavities formed 

by erosion in the limestone.3 

According to this description, lead-silver ores would have been found in veins of secondary 

enrichment, most typically in the contact zone of limestone and schist, and often below the zinc 

ore. This structure of the orebody explains how modern mining for zinc exploited mostly the 

same sites as historic mining for silver. 

The map of the colonial mine shows the industrial building, the ruins of which were still on site in 

2017, the cable cars and the main sites of exploitation that correspond with the most visibly disturbed 

slopes.4 The map does not include area of the slag dumps Ban Thi 7-10, suggesting that these were 

historic mining sites that were not subsequently exploited for zinc. 

                                                      
3 L‘industrie minérale indochinoise 1933, 214-5. Translation by the author. 
4 L‘industrie minérale indochinoise 1933, map following p. 214 
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